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Reputation: Dolphins are intelligent, friendly mammals that like to play tricks. Reality: All of the above is true, but dolphins also go in for sexual harassment, incest and infanticide. Bad dolphins. With further observations, it became clear that these associations between males were incredibly fluid. Small teams of males were usually part of larger “super-alliances” of up to 14 males. It is also clear that the females are not particularly willing participants. Start by marking “Dolphins, Telepathy, and Underwater Birthing: Further Adventures Among Spiritual Intelligences” as Want to Read: Want to Read saving... Want to Read. Every chapter is a new adventure, whether it’s taking Vitamin K with John Lilly to enjoy an afternoon chat with God, studying angels, skimming the Urantia Book, or dancing with the Maoris in New Zealand. Wyllie shares with the reader some of his interactions with two famous New Agers, Ken Carey of Starseed Transmissions and Barbara Ferguson of The Aquarian Conspiracy.